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Perpetual
Assertiveness and
Projection
●

●

great dynamic range enhancing the unique
natural qualities of each cello
minimal playing-in time

설명

Perpetual Cello Strings
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Features
Our engineers were faced with the challenge of
developing a string using ground-breaking
construction and superior material composition,
while creating the machines required to achieve
this. Our musical intuition and expertise allowed
us to realize this milestone in our developmental
work.
We approached the field of violoncello strings
from an entirely new perspective: being able to
forget your surroundings and focus on playing is
what inspires and comforts a cellist. Therefore the
key parameters we had to meet were easy
playability, long durability, and perfect string-tostring harmony.
This new idea laid the foundation for us to make
changes to the materials and processing
techniques so that the strings acquired a further
tonal dimension. This new dimension opens up
the instrument to its full tonal colors and grants
musicians the technical freedom to fully focus on
their play.

Perpetual strings are characterized by great
flexibility and an extraordinary tonal spectrum:
from a sweet, warm tone to sheer endless power
– everything is possible. The sound is like a large
house with plenty of room for individual design. At
the same time the tone is focused and clear, the
most delicate touches are instantly audible and
the base warmth always present. The natural
qualities and timbre of each cello are enhanced by
the strings’ great dynamics and intensity.
During the development we concentrated on
reducing the break-in time. Our technicians did an
impressive amount of research and analysis to
develop a device for measuring the settling-in
time, so each individual string can be tuned and
brought to pitch before dispatch. This enables the
materials used in the string to adjust and settle
which significantly reduces the break-in time.

Sound Chart
Choose your favorite string combination
Cellists have always presented Pirastro with a
unique challenge when it comes to creating new
string sets. For many years professional cellists
have had a tendency to mix strings from different
companies to match their instruments. This
combined with the fact that cellos come in a wide
variety of sizes and styles makes it even more
difficult to create a single set that satisfies
everyone. With this in mind, Pirastro has recently
expanded the Perpetual cello string family to also
include other brands such as the Evah Pirazzi Gold
as well as the Passione steel A & D strings to the
palette of Perpetual cello tones. Now with an even
larger number of variations the Pirastro Perpetual
string line is truly a virtual toolbox of tones for
every cellist.
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Set
Edition Set

Medium Set

As a musician put it, the Perpetual Edition is the
most power-packed set in our program. Strong and
clear core sound on the G & C strings in
combination with full and round sounding A & D.

Designed to have the signature Pirastro warmth
but with a stronger fundamental on the G & C
strings in combination with clear and brilliant A &
D.

Soloist Set
The Perpetual Soloist is designed for the cellist
who desires radiance and clarity on the G & C
strings in combination with warm sounding A & D.

Sizes
●

Perpetual strings are available in 4/4.

Tailpiece Options
●

All strings have a ball-end.

Variations
A Soloist Strong

G & C Cadenza

With its impressive technology and design this A
string offers many qualities that cellists enjoy:
warm tone, strong round sound yet still focused
with no metallic overtones. This A also has a
thicker gauge and slightly higher bow resistance
which provides enormous power and projection. It
is the warmest and richest sounding A in the
Pirastro program.

Utilizing the same core construction as the
Perpetual Soloist, the Cadenza G & C strings were
created to provide players with lower tensions to
match their instruments and allow older cellos to
open up and play freely.

C Edition Strong
This C string offers a very powerful and strong
core sound along with a deep and wonderful warm
tone. Its unique special construction results in an
enhanced torsional stiffness and tuning stability
with a very fast and direct bow response, making
it the most sonorous C in the Pirastro program.

Strings for ZMT
Cello Strings for ZMT: These are specialized,
elongated C strings, custom made for ZMT.
If you are interested in these strings please
contact us.
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선택
음조 상품 설명

사이즈

인장강 팩

테일피스

상품 번

A

Steel/Chrome Steel Mittel

4/4

18,0

333120

D

Steel/Chrome Steel Mittel

4/4

13,8

333220

G

Rope Core/Tungsten Mittel

4/4

14,0

333320

C

Rope Core/Tungsten Mittel

4/4

13,5

333420

SET Mittel

4/4

333020

A

Soloist Steel/Chrome Steel

4/4

18,3

333180

A

Soloist Steel/Chrome Steel Stark

4/4

18,4

333190

D

Soloist Steel/Chrome Steel

4/4

14,1

333280

G

Soloist Rope Core/Tungsten

4/4

13,9

333380

C

Soloist Rope Core/Tungsten

4/4

13,4

333480

SET Soloist

4/4

G

Cadenza Rope Core/Tungsten

4/4

13,5

333310

C

Cadenza Rope Core/Tungsten

4/4

12,8

333410

A

Edition Steel/Chrome Steel

4/4

17,8

333150

D

Edition Steel/Chrome Steel

4/4

13,9

333250

G

Edition Rope Core/Tungsten

4/4

13,5

333350

C

Edition Rope Core/Tungsten

4/4

13,5

333450

C

Edition Rope Core/Tungsten Stark

4/4

14,0

333460

SET Edition

333080

4/4

333050

송진
For best result we recommend that you use Evah Pirazzi Gold” rosin.
Please note:
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The entire content of this file (data, texts, images, illustrations, and information of all types) is protected under copyright and trademark law,
where applicable also in favor of a third party. Therefore, it is not permissible to copy and distribute this file in its entirety or in part without the
consent of the respective originator/copyright owner. Unaffected remains regulation Â§ 53 UrhG (copying for private and other personal use).
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